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Among the roughly 150,000 soldiers sent to the Dutch East Indies between 1815 and 1914, the Luxembourg contingent made up a tiny minority of just 1,075 men. Based upon extensive research into their careers, data on these soldiers provide further clues to understanding what drove Europe’s young men to become colonial soldiers. The results of this national case study will be compared with earlier investigations by Bossenbroek and Bosma on recruits for the Dutch colonial army. Similar to the Dutch soldiers, their Luxembourg counterparts had a predominantly urban provenance. However, in contrast to the Dutch, they did not have a strong military background, and it appears that fewer Luxembourgers stayed behind in the Dutch East Indies after their tour of duty. They were more attracted by the payments that the recruiters doled out in advance, particularly at a time of economic crisis, than in a career in the tropics.
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Introduction

While there has been extensive study of the nineteenth-century transatlantic migration of Europeans, the same is definitely not true with respect to European migration to colonial destinations in Africa and Asia at that time. A number of historians have shown that the latter type of migration was crucial in forging colonial empires, but the works mostly focus on colonial elites.1 Little is known about the rank and file apart from the fact that they consisted overwhelmingly of soldiers. These servicemen have been characterised as sharing a “culture of mobility” with other itinerant workers; however, this mobility was exclusively connected to the operating requirements of colonial military policy and not to the role individuals played to satisfy their particular job ambitions or fulfil their desire to accumulate savings.

In the nineteenth century, about six million men from all over Europe left their homes to serve in colonial armies overseas. Between 2 and 4 percent of the young male populations of Great Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal, and between 1.5 and 2 percent of young Dutch men were posted to colonial garrisons.2 The “bureaucratic
intervention state” also increased the numbers because of security concerns; in particular, the “Great Mutiny” (or Indian Rebellion) of the sepoy regiments in British India in 1856–58 compelled the colonial government in Batavia and The Hague to send more European forces to Southeast Asia from the middle of the century onwards. In addition to the rising numbers of recruits, their prospects of survival increased as health conditions improved.

Well into the nineteenth century, soldiers were the most important migrant category in European colonial empires, including the colonies in temperate climate zones, like South Africa. The overwhelming majority of colonial soldiers sent from Europe to parts of the British, French, Portuguese, and Spanish empires were professionals. In the first half of the nineteenth century especially, many soldiers died from tropical diseases or in battle. Although most of those who survived their often challenging tour of duty in tropical or semi-tropical colonies returned or moved around the empire, there is evidence of a significant proportion of British soldiers staying behind in British India after completing their service, as well as of Spanish soldiers staying on in Cuba.

Systematic research into the social background of European colonial soldiers is scarce, and this also applies to the nineteenth century. The social history of the important mercenary category of Swiss soldiers in that century, for example, is practically unexplored. We know a little bit more about Irish and Scottish soldiers, who made up more than half of the British colonial garrisons by the mid-nineteenth century; these garrisons were part of the British professional army, except in India, where the East India Company had its own regiments. According to Spiers, men were encouraged to enlist because of a desire—or need—for alternative employment; like Marshall, he emphasises the low social background of the members of the British military. However, the share of unskilled labourers among the recruits of the regular British army, which populated garrisons all over the British Empire, was not overwhelming, although it would rise from about 50 percent in 1860 to more than 61 percent in 1900.

In French colonial history the Foreign Legion, established in 1831, is a well-known phenomenon; less known is that within the French conscript system there were special units made up of men with prison records or of bad repute in civil life, specifically those who had shown the slightest measure of “deviant” behaviour during their regular service. They were called the “corps spéciaux de l’armée française,” “dépôts de correction,” or “compagnies disciplinaires.” Since the colonial troops were drawn from the regular conscript army, their social backgrounds varied. Hardly any of the soldiers assigned to the colonies wanted to stay in the colonies longer than was absolutely necessary.

Available literature on the social composition of the European recruits of the armies stationed in the colonial empires suggests that these soldiers came from the lower societal echelons of continental Europe, simply because most colonial armies were part of the regular armies in which the rank and file came from the lower strata of society. However, this was not the case with the Dutch colonial army, which tried to attract a specific category of soldiers for whom the prospect of earning a relatively
large amount of money within a short period was an appealing proposition. These recruits apparently brushed off the dangerous nature of this assignment in the hope of returning with enough savings to start their own business. Bosma has further emphasised enlisting as an alternative route of migration by skilled workers seeking a new existence in a settlers’ society after completing their service in the colonial army. To test these assumptions, the only in-depth information we have collected so far relates to the social and geographical backgrounds of Dutch recruits for the colonial army of the Dutch East Indies.\textsuperscript{13}

This article provides additional material about the social background and motivations of colonial military based upon a database of the approximately one thousand Luxembourg soldiers enrolled in the Dutch colonial army. An important conclusion is that this group served for a shorter time than recruits from the Netherlands. They did not opt for a full career in the army, unlike the Scottish, for example, who usually stayed in the British army for about twenty years. The Luxembourgers were less inclined to stay in the Dutch East Indies after their service than their Dutch colleagues and did apparently not perceive enlisting in the colonial army as a migration opportunity.\textsuperscript{14} The present article also provides further clues to help understand young European men’s motivations for becoming colonial soldiers. The role of professional recruiters acting on behalf of foreign armies deserves specific mention here.\textsuperscript{15}

The Dutch Army Overseas

The Dutch colonial army was a rather multinational crowd. A substantial number of soldiers came from Germany and Belgium, followed by recruits from Switzerland, France, and Luxembourg. The latter had strong links to the Netherlands through a personal union between the king of the Netherlands and the grand duke of Luxembourg, which lasted from 1815 until 1890. Although the more than one thousand Luxembourgers were just a minor element within the Dutch colonial army, for the Grand Duchy itself, this engagement was far from negligible. After all, in the 1870s, when the army was desperate for new recruits because of its colonial war in Aceh, Luxembourg’s population was less than 200,000, and the number of healthy young men who were fit for military service was probably less than 20,000. And yet, during that decade, about 350 men from Luxembourg—1.75 percent of their age cohort—set out for the Netherlands to embark in Harderwijk for the barracks in the Dutch East Indies.\textsuperscript{16} This figure does not even take into account the recruits who joined the French Foreign Legion. Even though it did not have any colonies, Luxembourg provided a greater share of its young men to colonial armies than did the Netherlands, 1.5 percent of whose young men served in its colonial army.\textsuperscript{17} European countries that did not have colonies supplied soldiers to those that did. For most of the century, Luxembourg fit the broader European pattern.

Throughout modern European history, armies have been major employers of professionals and produced important migratory systems. The demand for military
personnel came not only from states but also from agencies such as the Dutch East India Company (VOC). A Luxembourg mercenary regiment of some 1,110 soldiers had been stationed in Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) in 1781 to defend the island together with the Württemberg and the Swiss de Meuron regiments. Luxembourgers were also among the tens of thousands of experienced soldiers looking for employment in the wake of the demobilisation of armies from the Napoleonic era. In many European countries, all-volunteer and mercenary armies or standing armies of drafted recruits continued to function well into the nineteenth century. Swiss professional soldiers served in the Dutch standing army until 1829, for example. Throughout the nineteenth century, the French and Dutch colonial armies, in particular, were keen to enlist young men from countries that did not have colonies themselves.

The archival records of the Dutch colonial army in the Dutch National Archives as well as the Archives nationales de Luxembourg, provide us with unique insight into the motivations and social backgrounds of the Luxembourg recruits. These data also lend themselves to a comparison with data that Bosma has gathered on Dutch colonial recruits and may offer us some stepping stones towards a fuller understanding of the reasons why young men enlisted in colonial armies. As was true of recruits from the Netherlands, Luxembourg’s colonial soldiers often came from an urban, albeit in the case of the Grand Duchy a small-town, background. They were from a poor, but not the poorest, strata of society. Rapid population growth, which reached 1.5 percent shortly after the Napoleonic era, forced many Luxembourgers to look for employment elsewhere. Remarkably, in contrast with Bosma’s conclusions about Dutch and other European colonial soldiers, the average Luxembourger who enrolled in the Dutch colonial army did not consider his military service a point of entry to a colonial career; instead, they were “life-cycle migrants,” attracted by the prospect of eventually returning to Europe with some savings. Although some made careers and rose in the colony’s civilian life or military, they may not have had this goal ahead of time.

Dissolving Ties with the Netherlands and Germany

The political status of Luxembourg as a supplier of soldiers to the Dutch colonial army changed entirely during the nineteenth century. The Grand Duchy transformed from the rather hybrid position of being part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the German Confederation to a neutral independent state. Obviously, this transformation also altered the channels through which the country’s citizens joined the Dutch colonial army.

After Napoleon’s fall, the Congress of Vienna recreated the (United) Kingdom of the Netherlands with the historical Low Countries as a palimpsest. Luxembourg’s borders were rearranged, and the territory was downsized from the former Duchy of the Austrian Netherlands (until 1795) and the French department (Département des Forêts, 1795–1814/15), but its formal political status was elevated to that of grand duchy to give its new head of state a royal rank in the German Confederation. King
Figure 1. Territorial changes of Luxembourg during the nineteenth century.
(Map designed by T. Kölnerger)
William I of the Netherlands also became grand duke of Luxembourg to represent the territory within the *Deutscher Bund* (German Confederation, 1815–67). Each member state of this loose confederacy, created as the centrepiece of a European framework of peace, order, and conservative government dominated by Prussian-Austrian antagonism, had to contribute troops to a federal army (*Bundeskontingent*). Up until the Belgian Revolution of 1830, Dutch officers commandeered the Luxembourg militia contingent, while the important fortress of Luxembourg—one of five *Bundesfestungen* against France—had a Prussian garrison. As a result of the secession of the southern provinces of the Netherlands in 1830–31/39, the Grand Duchy lost its north-western, predominantly francophone territories to the newly founded Kingdom of Belgium (now the Belgian province of Luxembourg). The shrinking of the territory also diminished the recruitment pool for the Dutch colonial army, a point to which we will return. Meanwhile, the king’s men in the administration and military left Luxembourg or were naturalised, while the grand duke remained in place as a Dutch head of state of a German principality, albeit as a mostly absent ruler, tax receiver, and addressee of petitions or mercy pleas. The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg became a de facto independent state. The country gained full “independence” in 1890 after the male line of the House of Orange-Nassau died out and—in line with the succession rules of the House of Nassau (*Nassause Erfvereniging*)—the throne passed to Adolph of Nassau-Weilburg of the new ruling branch.

In retrospect, the dissolution of the personal union with the Kingdom of the Netherlands was the final step in a long evolution towards Luxembourg becoming a fully independent nation state. Luxembourg already had its own constitution by 1841, the foundation stone of a national diocese with its “own” first Catholic bishop (then apostolic vicar) the same year, the creation of a rabbinate, and entry into the *Deutscher Zollverein* (German customs union, 1834–1919) in 1842. The Grand Duchy’s membership in this strongly integrative economic union was the only one that was not sealed politically in 1871, when Luxembourg did not become part of the Second German Empire (1871–1918). The reason for its continued existence as a small principality was that the German Confederation was dissolved after the 1866 Austro-Prussian War, and Luxembourg was declared neutral in perpetuity, guaranteed by the Europe’s Great Powers in the Treaty of London of 1867. The fact that France and Prussia denied each other possession of Luxembourg preserved its independence under the neutral crown of a Dutch king.

**Numbers and Percentages**

Based on documentation from the Luxembourg archives, Yvan Staus counts 1,129 persons who enlisted in the Netherlands’ colonial army in the nineteenth century. A cross-check with Dutch military sources produces a smaller number, as some people might have professed a willingness to join the Dutch army but never did—for various reasons, including that they did not pass the medical examination. According to our data, based upon a variety of sources, the great majority of the 1,075
Luxembourgers were recruited by the Dutch colonial army between 1815 and 1909.30 However, the size of the sample would probably be significantly higher if one were to count soldiers who were—due to the political vicissitudes of Luxembourg’s borders—“unsure” about their nationality and did not register themselves as Luxembourgers yet appear as Luxembourg citizens in other sources.31 Luxembourgers were admittedly marginally represented among the around 154,000 colonial soldiers and non-commissioned officers who served in the Dutch East Indies between 1815 and 1909. Excluding commissioned officers, 60 percent were Dutch, followed by Belgians and Germans (14 percent each), French and Swiss (4 percent each). The accumulated share of Luxembourgers is only 0.61 percent.32 However, the 600 Swiss soldiers leaving for the Dutch East Indies between 1873 and 1879 represent a much smaller share of the Swiss population at that time—which was 2.5 million—than the Luxembourgers.33

The curve in figure 2 shows a peak in the 1820s and a significant drop in the number of enlisted men after the 1840s. The explanation for this volatility lies both in the Dutch East Indies and in Europe. After the Napoleonic era, the British returned rule over the East Indies to the Netherlands. The formation of a new-style colonial army on the archipelago, the KNIL (Koninklijke Nederlandsch-Indische Leger, or Royal Dutch-East-Indies Army), attracted a rising number of Luxembourgers as soldiers, who were desperately needed during the Java War (1825–30) and the Padri War (1821–35). The events of the Belgian Revolution and secession represent the European factor of the explanation because military service for Luxembourgers was suspended in the grand duchy between 1830 and 1839/40.

The peak in the 1870s can be explained by the increasing demand for recruits during the first phase of the Aceh War (1873–1914), which led to intensive recruiting

Figure 2. Number of Luxembourgers enlisted in the KNIL between 1800 and 1920. Source: See Appendix 1.

m.e. = soldiers with military experience prior to their KNIL engagement
efforts for the KNIL. Military recruitment agents also visited Luxembourg in these years, and they were particularly active in urban areas. In addition, the catchment area for recruiting had changed: While French names had dominated the enrolment list of Luxembourgers in the colonial army before the collapse of the old unified Kingdom of the Netherlands, the now-predominantly Germanic family names point to the loss of the Grand Duchy’s francophone west (and immigration from Germany). After the Great War of 1914–18, there were virtually no Luxembourgish servicemen in the Dutch East Indies, and the total number of Luxembourgers in 1930 was forty-six, of whom twenty-two were born in the colony.

Luxembourgers and Military Careers

The recruitment pattern of Luxembourgers into the KNIL brings together the European and Indonesian theatres of war. The French Revolution caused a significant militarisation of Europe: Twenty years of military conflict trained more young males for military service than ever before. As in many other professions, the skills learned in one army could be transferred to another. Some of the Luxembourg military men had already served in a number of armies before they left for the Dutch East Indies.

Franz Böfinger (or François Boefinger), for example, who was born in Luxembourg City in 1790, became an Austrian cadet in 1805. He later changed his allegiance, perhaps the same year, after the crushing defeat suffered by the Austrian army and their Russian allies at Austerlitz, and eventually he climbed to the rank of lieutenant in the French imperial army in 1811. Two years later, he enlisted in the Prussian army, where he was promoted from second to first lieutenant. Like many officers who found themselves unemployed after Napoleon had disappeared from the scene, he sought employment outside of Europe—in this case, in the Dutch East Indies. In 1818, he entered the army of the Netherlands and was promoted to captain before being transferred to the army in the Dutch East Indies.

While political borders across Europe shifted, creating new socio-economic situations and challenging personal loyalties for countless individuals, the wider historical area of the southernmost Low Countries remained a stable reservoir for military recruitment. Geographically and in terms of military workforce recruitment area, the Luxembourgers were part of the much wider “North West” of Germany (including the Rhineland).

Although some of the recruits for colonial armies never had any military experience, particularly in the early part of the nineteenth century, a substantial minority could still be considered part of the professional military.

However, the military background of the Luxembourg recruits was less pronounced than that of their Dutch counterparts, which can be explained in part by the fact that their presence was the result of recruitment efforts rather than the conscious choice of a military career. About 75 percent of all Dutch colonial soldiers had already served in the metropolitan Netherlands’ army, either as conscripts or as professionals, which explains why the average age of the soldiers leaving for the
first time to the Dutch East Indies was twenty-five. During the nineteenth century, an average of only 20.3 percent (218) of the Luxembourg recruits had had military experience prior to their enrolment in Dutch colonial army service, compared with 40 percent of the German volunteers. In the first half of the century (until the 1850s), 33.3 percent were “veterans.” Between the 1860s and the First World War, this rate dropped to 7.20 percent of re-enlistment. There were some military institutions in Luxembourg that produced trained soldiers, but these were fairly modest. By far the largest contingents of trained military consisted of Luxembourgers who had served in the Netherlands’ Army or the Corps de Chasseurs Luxembourgeois. A small group of thirty-three seemingly opted for a military career, as they had already had two or three military employers before joining the KNIL.

More than half of the 218 trained soldiers (132) had been enlisted in the Netherlands’ military units. Luxembourgers were subject to the king of the Netherlands, and there were no legal barriers to their recruitment until the 1830s–40s. Of course, soldiers who had already been enlisted in the army of the Netherlands would have had a much greater chance of ending up in the Dutch East Indies than the average young Luxembourg.

The second-largest group consisted of the different army institutions of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg itself. Between 1816 and 1856, about a quarter of the German Confederation’s troops in the Grand Duchy comprised some 3,000 Luxemburgish militiamen (though not serving in the Confederate Fortress of Luxembourg, these troops were stationed in separate military barracks in the country). Furthermore, the militia (1817–41) and the Federal Contingent of Luxembourg (1841–67), the latter being set up after the Belgian Revolution, relied on a socially biased

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Previous military experiences of Luxembourgers in the KNIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands’ Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch West Indian Army (West Indisch Leger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleerens Rifles Corps (Korps Jagers van Cleerens, 1831–39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg Rifles (Corps des Chasseurs Luxembourgeois)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gendarmes and Volunteer Corps (Corps des Gendarmes et Volontaires)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Contingent (Bundeskontingent of Luxembourg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France (since the First Republic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Foreign Legion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgian Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prussian Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austrian Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papal Zouaves (1860–70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British-German and British-Swiss Legion (1855–56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (military service)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (individual soldiers)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Appendix 1.
conscription system. After the dissolution of the German Confederation and the withdrawal of the Prussian garrison in 1867, Luxembourg established a new military organisation, the *Corps des Chasseurs Luxembourgeois* (the Luxembourg Rifles, a light infantry battalion). This militia-based system, the last of its kind in the country, was disbanded in 1881 and replaced with a paramilitary volunteer force (*Corps des Gendarmes et Volontaires*) until 1940. Few from this latter corps were enlisted in the Dutch colonial army, which is not surprising since this corps of volunteers was in fact a civil staff reserve unit and recruitment pool for further uniformed state jobs, for example in customs, the mail, or railway.

In particular, military service in the Dutch home army was an important springboard for further enrolment in the KNIL. Not until 1841, two years after the Treaty of London recognised and guaranteed the independence and neutrality of Belgium and the independence of Luxembourg, did a mixed commission of Dutch and Luxembourghish military and state officials visit the parishes of the Grand Duchy to recruit volunteers. These potential soldiers, however, still had to serve their time in the local militia before they could enlist in the Dutch home force (*landmacht*) or the colonial army. Obviously, this restriction was implemented only briefly, and the law became a dead letter, as the recruiting figures of Luxembourghish subjects rose sharply in the 1860s and 1870s.

After the secession of Belgium from the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the consolidation of a more independent Luxembourghish state, the officials and government of the Grand Duchy did not prevent their subjects from looking for military employment abroad. In the case of the Netherlands, they more or less pursued a policy of laissez-faire with regard to army recruitment, yet they played a more proactive role regarding the support of veterans’ or surviving dependants’ legal and pension claims. A new phase in the recruitment for the Dutch colonial army came with the end of German Confederation after the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 also terminated the Confederation’s “Allgemeine Cartell-Convention”—a general framework regulating the treatment of deserters and military recruitment by agents (*Werberwesen*). From now on, licensed private recruiters of Luxembourghish nationality took over and arranged not only “civil” emigration overseas (*Auswanderungs = Agenten*) but also acted as agents for military mercenaries on behalf of foreign colonial powers, including the Netherlands.

While the recruits’ military background declined over the course of the nineteenth century, a development in which the slackening of ties with the Netherlands played a major role, it appears that the colonial soldiers’ strong urban representation remained stable. Staus estimates that about 50 percent of all Luxembourg recruits in the Dutch colonial army were born in an urban environment, mostly the capital, even though it accounted for just 10 to 15 percent of the total population of Luxembourg. The capital was thus heavily overrepresented. Moreover, with the exception of the late 1880s, when both enlistment in the Dutch colonial army and migration to the United States reached a peak, military migration followed its own rhythm, distinct from transatlantic migration. The fact that enlistment increased between five and ten
times during the Java and Padri Wars in the early nineteenth century and in the Aceh War (1873–1914) strongly suggests that the Dutch colonial army promoted recruitment in Luxembourg. Its agents, who received a bounty for each individual they enlisted, also appear to have employed questionable methods, as records show that the Luxembourg authorities tried to suppress emigration agents’ deceitful practices.49

The recruiters came at the right moment, as 1873 also marked the beginning of the “long depression” that would continue until 1879 (or the “great depression” until 1896), which was most severe in Western Europe and North America. This recession slowed economic growth and industrial expansion. While the standard of living in Luxembourg generally improved during this period, an individual crisis like a 15 percent decline in cast-iron production in the Zollverein brought sudden misery to local communities. Under such circumstances, the Dutch colonial army recruiters’ offer of a premium of 300 guilders for a six-year contract and 200 for a four-year contract at a time when a journeyman earned 300 guilders per year was very tempting.50 Probably more than anything else, this explains why the number of Luxembourg recruits soared during the Aceh War. In previous decades, only a handful of young men enlisted, many of them friends or relatives of each other. As Luxembourg is a small country, word-of-mouth advertising was probably the most important factor. Family networks did play a role in the decision to enlist in the Dutch colonial army. To date, we have found thirty soldiers who had relatives in the army, a figure that will rise when more genealogical research is carried out. Wanderlust and itchy feet for exotic countries “automatically” pointed many young men towards the Dutch East Indies, and many reports and serialised novels were printed in the local newspapers during the time in review. The propensity of Luxembourg soldiers to return home to their industrialising country shows analogies with the “Celtic warrior nations”: “Scots joined the army from their country’s rapidly developing urban-industrial heartland and eventually returned to there. By contrast, Ireland’s over-populated agricultural economy offered fewer opportunities to Irish veterans.”51

Evidence for a Luxembourgish “Life-Cycle Soldier”? In the early nineteenth century, death rates were extremely high among colonial soldiers. Until the 1840s, only 20 percent survived deployment in the Dutch East Indies.52 For Luxembourgers, too, the early decades (1810s–30s) had the highest mortality rate (60 percent of the disembarked soldiers). The rate declined significantly in the 1870s–90s to under one-third.53 But after the improvement of health care in the colonial army, including measures such as boiling drinking water and the application of prophylactic quinine, the chances of survival improved drastically. In the second half of the nineteenth century, enlisting in the Dutch colonial army was a way for many young Dutch to find employment. Moreover, in the 1860s, the colonial government relaxed the regulations under which Europeans could obtain a residence permit. In these years, migration to the Dutch East Indies (and to Algeria) became an alternative to moving to North America. The advantage of enlisting in the colonial army was that the state paid your fare.
With regard to Dutch recruits, Bosma and Mandemakers have argued that, contrary to general opinion, these men were not the most socially deprived, if only because many of these would not have passed their medical examination because they were not tall enough as a result of nutritional deficiencies, or they would have been barred from service for not having a clean criminal record. Like their Dutch counterparts, the Luxembourg soldiers did not belong to the economically weakest strata of society but rather to the lower-middle classes. Staus observes that the literacy rate of Luxembourgers in the Dutch East Indies colonial army was relatively high, but this may also be because literacy in Luxembourg was generally high compared with the country’s European neighbours. After the Belgian Revolution, the new administration of the Grand Duchy advanced and regulated the primary education of the country: The reform of 1843 changed the inadequate state of primary school matters, that is, the small number of schools and the underfunding of teaching staff that were taken over from the Dutch-Luxembourgish government. The rate of literacy rose significantly in these decades, reaching 81.3 percent in 1856 and 90.3 in 1880. By the mid-nineteenth century, the literacy rate among the militiamen was higher than in neighbouring France, Belgium, or Prussia.

Fiscal-military states like the old Dutch Republic or Britain had a high demand for mercenaries, and their voracious appetite meant they accepted even “the scum of every county, the refuse of mankind.” This disparaging notion is not applicable to the nineteenth century, however, as Bosma and Mandemakers show in their study based upon the historical sample of the Netherlands. Such a study is not available for Luxembourg, but the face-to-face-society of this small state facilitated the assembling of data for a good portion of Luxembourgers who served as volunteers in the Dutch East Indies. Pater Martin Blum, who made a compilation of soldiers’ and veterans’ short biographies (together with the former non-commissioned KNIL officer Johann Peter Troes as his co-author), was a well-known local historian and public figure who could rely on a countrywide network of informants. In his list of veterans, he never misses an opportunity to spice up the sober enrolment statistics with comments about the veterans’ good or bad civil conduct. They were, all in all, “normal” people with no particularly desperate underclass stigma. These men were mostly “normal” because they were looking for a job as military migrants on a regularised military labour market.

Born in 1834, the Luxembourger August Nikolaus Joseph Kohl, for instance, served in the Dutch colonial army from 1859 to 1865. Describing himself as a gifted schoolboy who would have preferred to study further, he explains in his memoirs that his mother was a poor widow and could not afford to pay for his studies. He had to learn the trade of ‘ivory turning’ (antler, cowhorn, mother of pearl) and worked for four years at a manufacturing plant in Paris. He lost his job when his employer went bankrupt, and he was unable to find a job in Belgium or Luxembourg. In a rather desperate state of mind he decided to take a boat to Maastricht, where he was recruited into the colonial army. Another example is Michael-Gustav Bück, born in 1849, who joined the Dutch colonial army at the rather advanced age of thirty-one.
He had already trained as a typographer, his father’s trade in Luxembourg. Bück enjoyed a privileged background and could attend the Athenäum/Athénée—the capital’s only secondary school at the time. For him, enlisting in the colonial army in 1880 was a way to find a job. After three years in the army, he became a typographer at the colonial government’s print office, where he worked another six years before returning to Luxembourg.

Peter Mœs from Luxembourg City was a plasterer on Grand Tour (journeyman years) through Germany, France, and Belgium, before he decided to enlist in the Dutch colonial army. He was twenty-five when he arrived in the Dutch East Indies in 1878, where he was assigned to the engineers’ corps (*Geniebataillion*). After a work-related accident in 1881, he returned to Luxembourg before the end of his contract. After four years in the Dutch East Indies and with the help of his pension, he established his own craftsman’s business and married.61

However, while the Dutch East Indies offered an increasing number of opportunities for ambitious young men without financial means, employment opportunities in Luxembourg also increased. First, Luxembourg’s industrialisation (and the modernisation of the farming and agrarian economy) gained momentum. As a structural part of the Saarland-Lorraine industrial belt (after 1870), the south of Luxembourg (Terres Rouges and the Minette) integrated with Imperial Germany by means of the customs union (*Deutscher Zollverein*) in 1842 and, dominated by German-Luxembourgish capital, became the *Zollverein*’s second-largest industrial area after the Ruhrgebiet. Owing to this industrial surge, emigration rates declined, especially in the 1880s–90s, when job opportunities were on the rise. Subsequently, skilled and later unskilled workers could pick their jobs in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Therefore, Luxembourg changed its work migration pattern to become a labour-importing country; in particular, German (from 3,497 in 1875 to 21,762 in 1910) and Italian industrial blue-collar workers (from 71 to 10,138 in the same period) settled in the Grand Duchy. In total, the share of immigrant workers increased from 3 to 18 percent before the First World War.62

Second, from the 1860s, the grand duchy experienced a significant drop in poverty:63 In 1847, 12.3 percent of the 184,099 Luxembourgers were regarded as needy; by 1868, this rate had dropped to 3.2 percent of an expanding population of 203,664.64 Finally, alternative destinations for labour migration emerged—France and its booming capital, Paris, in particular, attracted many Luxembourgers. After the Franco-Prussian War of 1870–71, Paris replaced many of its German domestic servants with Luxembourgish ones (many of whom had basic instruction in French). The decades leading up to the First World War were also the heyday of female work migration and life cycles of a new group: young rural females from the underclass. The French population census of 1891 counted 31,248 Luxembourgers in France, or 14 percent of the total population of the Grand Duchy; around 27,000 resided in Paris and the Seine department in 1883. The male and female components of this emigration were quite balanced.65

Meanwhile, Luxembourgers’ career opportunities in the Dutch colonial army were limited. Although almost one-third of them were promoted in the colonial army,
a ratio equivalent to that of the Dutch, their chances of becoming officers were slim. Rank-and-file promotions to officer happened thirteen times, including to Johann Oberweis, who enrolled in the Dutch colonial army in 1887 and rose swiftly in the ranks. Originally, he was a teacher in Luxembourg and—according to Troes and Blum—longed for a change of scenery. During his second tour of duty overseas, he was promoted to adjutant-quartermaster (a non-commissioned officer focused on logistics) of the army service corps in 1901. He is one of two Luxembourgers with a fourth service period, which meant he could increase his military pension continually, from 300 to 666 and eventually 800 francs. He remained a civilian and signed up for a managing position (as stevedore) of a dock company in Batavia. He died from malaria in Weltevreden, leaving behind a widow and four young children.

At just twenty-six, the number of Luxembourg officers represented a much lower share than was the case with the Dutch, which is quite understandable since in principle the Dutch military academy only accepted cadets with Dutch nationality or whose kin had served in the Dutch East Indies. Only during the build-up of the colonial army after the Napoleonic Wars did non-commissioned officers rise to the rank of officer during their time of service. This happened, for example, to Franz-Karl Hartmann and Ludwig-Joseph Zelle. In addition, officers were hired who had already served the Napoleonic, Prussian, Dutch, or other armies. One officer reached the rank of major and another of colonel. Another officer eventually found employment as the commander of the pajurits (dragoon guards) of the sultan of Yogjakarta. Bosma calculated that, out of the Dutch soldiers and officers recruited in the final decades of the nineteenth century, about 30 percent stayed who had survived their military service and did not return to the recruitment depot in Harderwijk, where all colonial soldiers who returned to Europe were demobilised. In all likelihood, they stayed in the Dutch East Indies. Comparable figures for Luxembourg soldiers demobilised in Harderwijk do not exist. However, we have an idea of the percentage of native Luxembourgers who did not return to Luxembourg after their time in the Dutch East Indies.

According to the official population registration of all those enlisted between 1890 and 1910, about 20 percent did not return to Luxembourg but instead stayed on, a figure that was lower only in comparison with earlier cohorts. Moreover, these veterans might not have remained in the Dutch East Indies but moved to the Netherlands or Germany. In the nineteenth century, young men saw enlisting in the army as part of their life cycle: serving in the Dutch East Indies for a relatively short period before returning home to start their own families, establish a business, or look for permanent work. The option was brought to their attention by commercial recruiters who offered them an advance amounting to a year’s wage as a workman. The recruits during the second half of this period in particular qualify for the label of “life-cycle soldier.” The average time of service for the Luxembourgish sample is seven years, two fewer than the overall average. During the Aceh War (1873–1904), especially, only one-third of the recruits signed on for a second tour of duty.
declining ambition to reengage after the first contract is definitely related to the
decreasing share of Luxembourg colonial soldiers with a military background
(see figure above, ‘Contract’ (4)). Having no relationship with either military work or
the Southeast Asian archipelago, these soldiers overwhelmingly ended up in the
Dutch East Indies thanks to the efforts of commercial recruiters.

Military contracts of individual soldiers started in the particular decades (overlaps
not accounted for).

1. Total number of soldiers. The quota below refers to soldiers only
   serving a one-time contract with regular end (e.g. 30.9 %, n = 68)
2. Soldiers staying on in the Dutch East Indies (largely for a second
term only). Quota of total number of soldiers of that period.
3. Soldiers leaving the army after or before ending their first contract with the
   KNIL (subtotal: number and percentage compared with stayers) with
   (a) regular end and,
   (b) irregular ones, the latter mostly because of death or health issues.
4. Soldiers with military service records prior to their engagement in the
   KNIL (indicative of a tendency to extend their contract in the case of
   (b), expressed by the quota, e.g. 50.0 % of n = 20).

Moreover, it seems that those with skills were more likely to stay for a longer period
of time in the Dutch East Indies, as is suggested by the list established by Troes (and
Blum) and that is presented above. It confirms Staus’s view that “many soldiers seem to
have been craftsmen, workers, rural or urban day-labourers.”

Most Luxembourgers apparently had more difficulty in finding a place in the Dutch East Indies’ colonial
society or never had the intention to stay on. After all, the Dutch East Indies were not
known as a destination for family or settler migration. Those who sought a future
abroad on a permanent basis went to the United States or to Canada. They travelled in
groups from the countryside; sometimes entire villages left, which is a pattern highly
comparable to the Netherlands. These settler migrants from Luxembourg tended to
settle in certain areas of the Midwest and the Great Lakes region.77

Civil migration of Luxembourgers to the tropics, like the *Brasilenfahrer*, was
ill-fated,78 and military migrants could only achieve a modest career in the army or
jobs in the society of the Dutch East Indies. Once they had reached the rank of
sergeant (although this was only within reach for a minority of the soldiers), their
prospects of finding a place in civil society increased, as they could acquire their own
home and could afford to maintain an Indonesian female partner. Heinrich Schliep,
for example, became a KNIL soldier in 1854 at the age of twenty. He rose quickly to
the rank of sergeant-major (1860) and was transferred to the colonial civil service
(topographical unit, cadastre, and teacher in the Gymnasium Willem III in Salemba,
near Batavia). With his skills as a draughtsman, he easily found civil employment in
the Dutch East Indies. He became a traveller and author (using the pseudonym Henri
Schliep von Salemba) thanks to his military and civil pension after twenty-three years of
duty in the Dutch East Indies.79 Another example was Eugen Müller, who was born in
1881 and served in the Dutch colonial army from 1900 until 1906. He stayed in the colony
and was hired as chief storekeeper of the Dutch East Indies railway (*Staatsspoorwegen*)
in Semarang after his discharge as a sergeant in 1906 following only one term in service.80
But, again, the careers of Schliep and Müller were exceptional.

**Conclusion**

The professional background of the Luxembourger soldiers in the Dutch colonial army
and the recruitment practices were subject to major transformations over the course of
the nineteenth century. The most important changes resulted from the redrafting of
Luxembourg’s political status. In the period 1815–30, Luxembourgers were technically
subjects of the Dutch crown, although without Dutch citizenship. They were free to
enlist in the colonial army and many veterans of the Napoleonic Wars did. From 1830
onwards, the number of Luxembourger soldiers in the Dutch colonial army dwindled,
because the supply of military veterans dried up. The end of the German Confederation
in 1867, and the formalisation of Luxembourg as a neutral state, opened the door
for commercial recruiters acting on behalf of the Dutch colonial army. The number of
Luxembourg recruits drastically increased in the 1870s, and while still overwhelmingly
urban, fewer had a military background than in the 1815–30 period. However, in
contrast to Dutch soldiers, most young men who were enlisted through recruiting
agents or signed up on their own initiative were less interested in making a career in the
tropics than in the immediate financial benefits, which would help them to find their
place in their home society after their return. Although some Luxembourgers did find
employment and sometimes even made a career in the colonial civil society by the end
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, they mainly came from the minority of
the veterans who had acquired skills that were in demand.
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was dissolved, Limburg—as a province of the Netherlands—had to leave the German Customs Union, of which Luxembourg—as an independent and henceforth neutral country—remained a member.

24 Luxembourg’s contingent to the Bundesheer—each member had to fulfil a quota according to the size of the country—amounted to a total of 3,000 under Dutch command. This number, like the shares of the other member states—a total of approximately 300,000 men in 1835—are theoretical figures. See Eckert and Monten, Das deutsche Bundesheer. At the end of the German Confederacy, the Grand Duchy levied 1,582 soldiers (including eight civilians); see Verordnungs- und Verwaltungsblatt des Großherzogtums Luxemburg No. 31, September 1863.

25 William I ceded the right to man and command the fortress to the Prussian king in 1816. Initially, the garrison’s ratio of Prussian soldiers to Luxembourgish militiamen was 4:1. Between 1856 and 1866/67, the garrison consisted of Prussian military staff only; see Calmes, Naissance et débuts du Grand-Duché, and Trausch, “Comment faire d’un état de convention une nation,” 209–10, as well as Angelow, Von Wien nach Königgrätz, and Müller, Der Deutsche Bund.
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28 Hacker, Die Anfänge eines eigenen Nationalbewußtseins?; and Péporté, Pit et al., Inventing Luxembourg.

29 A second exception was the Principality of Liechtenstein, which was part of the German Confederation but had a customs and monetary union with Austria. Like Luxembourg, Liechtenstein was a “mercenary exporting country” that also supplied the Dutch colonial military. See Seger, Unsere Vorfahren als Söldner in fremden Diensten.

30 This number results from the crosscheck of Dutch and Luxembourgish sources by Thomas Kolnberger. The statistic goes back to the 1780s; see Staus “The Luxembourgers in the Dutch East-Indian Army.” Staus lists all Luxembourgers who—according to Hatz, Emigrants et Remigrants—left for the Dutch East Indies and declared their enlistment in the colonial army overseas, according to Troes (1913–17). Kolnberger crosschecked these figures with Wolfgang Ispert’s data (Ispert, Deutsche aus Luxemburg), which were probably based upon the enrolment lists of the colonial army, and checked these data with the “Stamboeken” of the NA and CBG in The Hague. In addition, the authors have consulted further primary sources of the ANLux in Luxembourg. See Kolnberger, August Kohl.

31 Obviously, Germans might have enlisted as Luxembourgers. So far, we only know of some diplomatic intervention from the German-Prussian side to close this option for “deserters” to flee to America in 1857. In 1888, a people-smuggling ring based in Brussels was exposed. They used false Luxembourgish identity papers to bring Germans (emigrants or deserters) out of the country as KNIL recruits. This grey labour and black market for trafficking is a desideratum for further research. See Staus, “The Luxembourgers in the Dutch East-Indian Army,” 487.
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36 Volksstelling 1930, vol. 6, 275.
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41 Jean Baptiste Cleerens (1785–1850, later adjutant of the General Governor of the East Indies and Governor of the Moluccas) formed the “Jagers van Cleerens” in 1831 during the Belgian Revolution. It was moved to Java and became the 9th Infantry Battalion of the KNIL.
42 Volunteer force of light infantry formed in defence of the Papal States against Garibaldi’s troops during the last wars of Italian unification (1866–70). Originally a unit of the Franco-Belgian Tirailleurs (1860), the Zouaves developed into a multinational fighting force until the capture of Rome 1870. The papal troops also comprised Dutch (with 1,910 riflemen the second-largest group after French volunteers) and Belgians (686). The two Luxembourgers might have been subsumed in these figures provided by Marraro “Canadian and American Zouaves.” See Hellinghausen, “Luxemburger in den päpstlichen Armeen.”
43 From 1854–56, the British recruited foreign mercenary troops for the Crimean War (1853–56); see Bayley, *Mercenaries for the Crimean*.
45 Verordnungs-und Verwaltungsblatt des Großherzogthums Luxemburg No. 7, 21 January 1841, with additions: No.12 and No. 15 of the same year.
49 Ibid., 489.
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54 See Bosma and Mandemakers, “Indiëgangers.”
55 STATEC, *Statistiques historiques 1839–1898*, chapter: Enseignement et Culture (515ff.).
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70 After a longer period, Franz-Michael Schneider from Ettelbrück (number 881 on the list of Troes’s account) was promoted to officer of the KNIL: “That is—since 1869—the first Luxembourger, who earned the epaulettes of an officer,” commented Martin Blum from the Obermosel-Zeitung, see Troes, *Ons Hémecht* 1916, 8 u. 9, 285; Ludwig-Joseph Zelle served 1854–80 in the Indies, became officer with a “field promotion” in 1867; see Zelle, *Einiges über Niederländisch = Ostindien*. Franz-Karl Hartmann (served 1829–41) became a major and last commanding officer of the 1st Battalion of the Luxembourgish “Bundescontingent.” Troes, *Ons Hémecht* 1917, 7, 218f. Compare Liez, *Major Franz Karl Hartmann*.
71 Troes, *Ons Hémecht* 1913, 8/9, 409. “Heinrich Knoerl served the Prussian Army as First Lieutenant (Oberleutnant) before he joined the Army of the Netherlands where he rose in rank to the position of adjutant (aide-de-camps) of the Governor-General Johannes van der Bosch in 1830;” Troes, *Ons Hémecht* 1931, 2, 62.
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Appendix 1: Archival and Printed Sources of Luxembourgers in the Dutch Colonial Army.

ANLux = National Archive, Luxembourg (Archives nationales de Luxembourg, Grand-Duché de Luxembourg):
- AE-02266 Luxembourgeois engagés dans l’armée des Indes néerlandaises (1880–1912)
- AE-02276 Luxembourgeois engagés dans l’armée des Indes néerlandaises (1920–1923)
- G-0908 Pensionnaires belges—exécution du traité du 5 novembre 1842—Pensionnaires néerlandais—Légionnaires
- G-0069 Service militaire à l’étranger (1846–1856)
- H-0058 Service militaire étranger—Libération, renseignements, legs Napoléon 1er
- H-0786 Autorisations de rentrer dans le Grand-Duché
- G-0949 Mouvement de la Population (1841–1900)

CBG = Centraal Bureau voor Genealogie, Den Haag:

NA = National Archives, The Hague (Nationaal Archief, Den Haag):
Inventory number/Toegang 2.10.50, inventarisrs. 87–331 (Suppletiefolio) Ministerie van Koloniën: Stamboeken en pensioenregisters Militairen Oost-Indië en West-Indië